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Introduction 

Casualty recording and the documentation of the impact of armed 
violence have played a critical role in past and current processes 
to curb weapons. Such processes have made progress by exposing 
failures to deal with or even acknowledge this humanitarian impact. 

These approaches of evidence collection and critical argument were 
central to the prohibitions on landmines and on cluster munitions 
and underpin current efforts to restrict the use of explosive weapons 
in populated areas. They are also the basis for a renewed push to 
develop an international treaty prohibiting nuclear weapons.

While the political contexts surrounding these different weapons are 
distinct, the civil society efforts to address them have shared a basic 
motivation to prevent humanitarian harm. Where political or legal 
agreements are sought and achieved, their success is measured by 
how they have prevented humanitarian harm.

Casualty recording and weapons

Article 36 is part of the Every Casualty Campaign 1, which brings  
together organisations calling for every casualty from armed  
violence to be promptly recorded, correctly identified and publicly  
acknowledged. Casualty recording takes many different forms, but 
generally should include the name of the person and when,  
where and how they were killed. The greatest omissions in the  
documentation of casualties from armed violence are seen in  
situations of conflict, but research shows that even in the most  
trying of circumstances casualty recording can and must take place.2
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It should be seen as a fundamental moral right to have one’s violent 
death recognized and understood. In this way, casualty recording  
constitutes an essential element of victims’ rights. There are also 
many practical benefits that flow from the documentation of harm
from armed violence. In many post-conflict situations, recording  
casualties has fulfilled an important memorial function and  
contributed to accountability and reconciliation efforts.
Casualty recording and the wider measurement of the impact of 
armed violence are necessary building blocks for the development  
of policies to prevent, reduce and address the problem of  
armed violence.

In relation to international efforts to reform the use of certain  
weapons, the documentation of casualties was of course only one 
component of these processes. Analysing the effectiveness and  
utility of certain weapons, as well as official claims about them,  
has also been important in challenging their use and possession. 
This has broader implications for present and future efforts to control 
the technologies of violence, including in the context of states’ legal 
reviews of means and methods of warfare under article 36 of  
Additional Protocol I of the Geneva Conventions.3

Landmines

The recognition by medical and development communities of a spe-
cific pattern of injuries due to landmines provided the impetus for the 
campaign that developed to prohibit them. By the early 1990s ICRC 
surgeon Robin Coupland was talking about “an epidemic of injuries” 
from landmines.4 Documentation of the casualties from these  
weapons was central to the growing opposition to them.

This pattern of casualties was documented in numerous studies, 
including the 356-page report “Landmines: a deadly legacy” 5  
published by Human Rights Watch and Physicians for Human Rights 
in 1993. The effects of the weapon have been an enduring focus
throughout the campaign, including the ongoing documentation of 
casualties, the prominent role for survivors, the imagery of  
photographers like John Rodsted and Giovanni Diffidenti and  
the “evidence-based advocacy” of the Landmine Monitor that  
continues today.6

Cluster munitions

Although the issue had struggled for recognition for several years, 
the basis for acknowledgement of the cluster munition problem was 
systematic documentation of casualties from the weapon’s use.  
Human Rights Watch documented casualties from cluster bombing in 
Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq7, while Landmine Action documented 
the humanitarian harm in Lebanon shortly after the 2006 bombard-
ment of southern Lebanon with hundreds of thousands of cluster 
submunitions.8 Handicap International published a global picture 
of the impact of cluster munitions in 2006 including figures on all 
recorded casualties.9

Once the issue was on the table in at the UN, states insisted on 
striking a balance between the humanitarian concerns and military 
considerations. The Cluster Munition Coalition instead fought suc-
cessfully for a focus on casualties and humanitarian harm in
order to provide terms of debate that favoured reform rather than  

the status quo. Many states rejected reform instinctively, but could 
not challenge the humanitarian case effectively or provide  
compelling military case either. Credible reports challenged claims
about specific weapons10 and prominent interventions by military 
figures 11 undermined rhetoric about the utility of the weapons.

This increased the power of the campaign’s sceptical, questioning 
stance, shifting the burden of proof to opponents of reform.  
The starting point became the unacceptability of the weapons based 
on documentation of casualties and wider harm. Proponents of the
weapons had to provide compelling evidence for why they should  
be acceptable.

Landmine Action’s “Out of Balance” report in 2006 analysed UK 
statements in parliament on cluster munitions concluding that the 
oft-claimed balance between humanitarian impact and military 
necessity could not in fact have been ever made because the  
government had never made any assessments of the humanitarian 
impact of cluster munitions.12

Gathering data on casualties and humanitarian harm from weapons 
and using this data to ask critical questions on now this harm is 
being dealt with can provide a strong platform for organisations and 
states to challenge the prevailing discourse and assumptions and  
to promote reform in the area of weapons and armed violence.  
Current efforts to curb the use of explosive weapons in populated  
areas and to promote negotiations on a treaty to ban nuclear  
weapons are good examples of this. 

Explosive weapons in populated areas

Similarly the concern about the use of explosive weapons in  
populated areas has been driven by an analysis of what is causing 
civilian casualties. Action On Armed Violence (formerly Landmine 
Action) began gathering news media data on harm from explosive
weapons in 2006, publishing a landmark report on this in 2009.13

The news media methodology and public health theory of armed  
violence developed by Coupland / Taback (vulnerability of victim; 
type of weapons; number of weapons; how the violence is  
perpetrated) underpinned the development of concern over explosive 
weapons in populated areas.14

Asking states to acknowledge the humanitarian harm has been  
the first step in establishing the terms of debate for addressing the  
problem. So far around 30 states have acknowledged the  
humanitarian problem15 based on documentation of the use of
explosive weapons by Action On Armed Violence, Human Rights 
Watch and Save the Children. The data gathered on casualties  
consistently indicates that when explosive weapons are used in 
populated areas, 80-90% of casualties are civilians.16

With these stark figures in mind, advocacy in explosive weapons 
in populated areas seeks to develop a collective interest amongst 
states and organisations in finding the best ways to reduce and  
ultimately prevent civilian casualties from the use of explosive  
weapons in populated areas.
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A meeting of experts hosted by Chatham House and OCHA in  
September provided space for participants from a range of  
backgrounds and affiliations to continue discussions on this  
humanitarian problem. Military, medical, humanitarian, legal and  
policy people gathered to consider which explosive weapons are 
causing the biggest problems, in what circumstances, with what type 
of injuries and longer term harm and began to discuss what
sort of policy and / or legal responses might be most beneficial in 
order to enhance the protection of civilians. 

Nuclear weapons

While the context is different now, the origin of opposition to nuclear 
weapons had the same basis as the opposition to the conventional 
weapons described above: their humanitarian effects. In 1945, the 
reaction to the obliteration of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was  
widespread global horror. Later, in the wake of atmospheric testing 
of nuclear weapons, the public health documentation of radioactive 
isotope Strontium 90 in children’s teeth (1959) was influential in 
prompting the partial test ban treaty in 1963. These concerns  
continued in the run up to the CTBT in 1996, including with  
documentation of the environmental effects by groups such  
as Greenpeace.

Perhaps because we do not see new victims from nuclear weapons 
on the news, these health and environmental effects have found 
themselves side-lined in discussions on the issue. It is almost as if 
we take these consequences for granted, even accept them, while
discussions focus on politics, security, and power. The weapons have 
become symbols.
Over the past few years debate has refocused on these initial  
humanitarian concerns over nuclear weapons17; further  
documentation of effects on health and environment have been
undertaken, including an influential study by climate scientists on 
the potential effects of a regional nuclear war in South Asia on global 
climate and food production.18

This reframing has opened up space for critical questions to be 
asked and has already caused some discomfort for nuclear armed 
states and has also shown recognition by governments of the  
powerful link between documentation of casualties and humanitarian
impact and effective campaigning against weapons. The following 
passage is from UK government internal communications in the run 
up to the Oslo Conference on the Humanitarian Impact of Nuclear 
Weapons, which was attended by 127 states and which the UK 
boycotted along with China, France, Russia and the US:

At the heart of the “humanitarian disarmament 
movement” is the thread that any weapons  
which are indiscriminate in their effect should  
be outlawed. This is how the Cluster Munitions  
Convention campaign began. The Oslo meeting 
will seek to establish as gospel that nuclear 
weapons have such an indiscriminate effect,  
and must therefore be banned. So we need  
to establish a strong counternarrative which  
reflects our broader disarmament and  
deterrence strategy. 19

This suggests that at least some within the UK government  
recognized that the humanitarian framing of disarmament matters 
can present serious challenges to established discourses. However, 
it reveals a perverse view of the achievements of this framing, in 
this case illustrated by the prohibition of cluster munitions. What 
the processes on landmines and cluster munitions did and what the 
processes on explosive weapons and on nuclear weapons are doing 
now, is to assert the unacceptability of a certain weapon or a certain 
use of weapons based on evidence about the impact on people and
communities. In the end, this became the UK’s own official narrative 
on landmines and cluster munitions. It is to be hoped that these 
official statements of concern about humanitarian impact are the  
motivation behind UK policies on weapons issues, rather than
concerns over narratives and counter-narratives.
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